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Education and training

2009
PhD Historical Geography for the Enhancement of
Historical and Environmental Heritage
Archeologia rurale spazi e risorse. Approcci teorici e casi di studio -
Excellent
Dipartimento di Storia Moderna e Contemporanea University of Gen -
Genova - IT

2005
Master GIS for Landscape Management
University of Milan - Milano - IT

2003
Specialization in Medieval Archaeology
Le fasi postmedievali del castello di Massa e Cozzile - 103
University of Pisa - Pisa - IT

1999
MSc (Laurea cum laude and publication)
Elementi per la Carta Archeologica del Comune di Larciano (Pistoia)
University of Genova - Genova - IT

Academic experience

2020 - ONGOING
Associate professor
DAFIST University of Genova - Genova - IT
lecturing research bureaucracy

2018
Senior Research Fellow
Department of Archaeology University of Durham - Durham - GB
research

2014 - 2017
Marie Curie Intra European Fellow
University of the Basque Country - Vitoria-Gasteiz - ES
research
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2009 - 2013
Post-doctoral fellow
DiSMeC University of Genova - Genova - IT
research

Language skills

English
Independent

Spanish
Proficient

Italian
Mother tongue

Research interests
Anna Maria Stagno is associate professor in Methodologies of the
Archaeological Research at the University of Genova, where she teaches
rural and post-medieval archaeology, as well as landscape archaeology and
history of material culture. PhD in historical geography and rural
archaeology, she has done research at the University of Durham (IAS
fellow), and at the University of the Basque Country (as Marie Curie fellow
2014-2017), focusing her research on the archaeology of commons and on
the jurisdictional meaning of action and practices and, thus, of the
archaeological evidence. Her research is focused on the dialogue between
disciplines and her methodological approach to the historical study of
European rural societies combines archaeological, archaeobotanical and
archival investigation. Her research interests are the historical systems of
environmental resources management, with particular reference to sharing
practices, commons and heritagisation processes, emphasizing the role of
historical studies in the planning  and construction of a sustainable future
for European rural areas. Her scientific production includes monographs
(The spaces of rural archeology, publisher All'Insegna del Giglio), edited
books, papers in scientific journals permanently at the top of international
rankings (such as World Archeology, European Journal of Postclassical
Archaeologies, Quaderni storico etc.), and book chapters in collective
volumes of prestigious publishing houses (publishers Routledge,
Archaeopress, Il Mulino, Carocci, Giuffrè, etc.) and a constant commitment
to dissemination also through the organization and participation in national
and international conferences and seminars, as well as talks in invited
conferences and workshops.
She is the coordinator of the Laboratory of Environmental Archaeology and
History, cir Dafist-Distav) at the University of Genova and the PI of the ERC
Stg 2019 project “ANTIGONE – Archaeology of sharing practices. The
marginalisation of European mountains (18th–21st)” and of the Doctoral
Programme CLOE (MSCA cofud DP) focused on the topics of the construction
of a sustainable development and conservation of European mountain
starting from historical, environmental and juridical perspectives, as well as
of other research projects.


